
Summer Fiction Roundup at the Nichols Library 

 With the company (hopefully) heading home and summer winding down, here is your big 

chance to catch up on recent fiction.  Here’s a quick recap on some of the titles that have arrived at the 

Nichols Library in Center Harbor over the last 2 weeks.   There are some follow-up efforts from last 

year’s bestsellers, some newcomers who are worth a look and some familiar favorites.   Get ready to put 

your feet up and settle into a good read.  

The engagements by  J Courtney Sullivan.  The author of last year’s bestseller Maine  returns 

with a long novel on the ins and outs of marriage.  Her four couples give space to explore four  unique 

marriages, which unfold in surprising ways. Kim Hubbard of People called  this “one smart summer 

read.” In  Fin & Lady by Cathleen Schine  (Three Weismans of Westport), a pair of orphans move to NYC 

and grow up in the tumultuous 60s. The Times Book Review called this “a wise and wistful comic novel.” 

 The last summer of the Camperdowns  looks to be a breakout novel for Elizabeth Kelly.    A love 

triangle and a murder rock an old-money family on Olde Cape Cod. The story, wittily narrated by the 

family’s twelve-year old daughter Riddle, is “salty, sweet, and sublime.”   In The illusion of separateness 

by Simon Van Booy , a fleeting moment of generosity during wartime has impact decades after the fact. 

The storytelling is clever, but “the writing  makes this remarkable book soar.” In A place at the table  by 

Susan Rebecca White, “a pair of Southern exiles--an older black woman and a young gay man--find 

friendship  in New York City through their love of cooking." Shout her lovely name by Natalie Serber.  

Tells elated stories about moms daughters, working things out.  One review found this “ equal parts love 

and sandpaper.” 

People enjoying puzzles and overlapping narratives may want to try  Bristol house by Beverly 

Swerling.  This is a “riveting dual-period narrative” in which a modern architect discovers secrets about a 

hunted monk and a Jewish goldsmith in the time of Henry the VIII.  Along similar lines, The curiosity by 

Stephen Kiernan is a  “gripping and thoroughly original thriller” about a man who is discovered in Arctic 

ice and brought back to life. 

 For readers of historical fiction, we have 2 tales of medieval intrigue.  In Blood & beauty by 

Sarah Dunant, a Spanish Pope in a city run by Italians plays “the game of thrones’ to advance his family’s 

fortunes. In The White Princess by Phillipa Gregory,  Henry  Tudor must marry the princess of the enemy 

house—Elizabeth of York—to unify a country divided by two decades of war.    

For fans of thrillers and suspense, we have new stories by James Lee burke, Daniel Silva and 

John Lescroart.  In Burke’s  Light of the world , Louisiana Detective Dave Robicheaux’s family vacation in  

Montana’s Big Sky country is disrupted by suspicious events.  In Silva’s The English Girl, Israeli agent 

Gabirel Allon is enlisted to help solve the kidnapping of a British national.  And, in Lescroart's The 

Ophelia Cut, suspicion for the murder of a rapist falls on the victim’s father.  

Fans of crime fiction will want to take a look at Massacre pond  by Paul Doiron.  In it, “an 

enigmatic woman whose mission to save the Maine wilderness may have incited a murder.  is the 

subject of Edgar story. Booklist notes  that detective Mike Bowditch is a “refreshing hero whose youth 



and inexperience Doiron skillfully twists into an asset” and adds that “readers of Nevada Barr and C. J. 

Box will enjoy this tale.”  Also new in crime is No regrets, Coyote  by John Dufrense.  In it, an apparent  

murder-suicide  maybe involve something more sinister.  “Genuinely funny, genuinely suspenseful crime 

novels are rare;  No Regrets, Coyote succeeds on both counts.” 

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  


